
FrontEnd-OS Job Requirements.

ntroduction

There are jobs – and then there are careers. The chance to do the kind of 

work that adds up to something meaningfu. The opportunity to chaenge 

yoursef and earn new skis. The prospect of being surrounded by smart, 

ambitious, motivated peope, day-in-day-out. 

That’s the kind of work you can expect at Podeo, the Arab-focused podcast 

patform dedicated to distributing, managing, and producing podcasts.

Job Description

We are ooking for an iOS deveoper responsibe for the deveopment and 

maintenance of appications aimed at a range of iOS devices. Your primary 

focus wi be deveoping iOS apps and integrating with back-end services and 

APs. You wi be working aongside other engineers and deveopers on 

different ayers of the infrastructure. Therefore, a commitment to 

coaborative probem soving, sophisticated design, and creating quaity 

products is essentia.

Responsibiities

- Design and buid appications for the iOS patform

- Ensure the performance, quaity, and responsiveness of appications



- Coaborate with a team to define, design, and ship new features

- dentify and correct bottenecks and fix bugs

- Hep maintain code quaity, organization, and automatization

- Time manage tasks as needed

Skis

- Proficient with Swift  or above, and Cocoa Touch

- Proficient with Object-Oriented Design Concepts and mpementations

- Experience with iOS frameworks such as Core Data

- Experience with offine storage, threading, and performance tuning

- Famiiarity with RESTfu APs to connect iOS appications to back-end 

services

- Understanding of Appe’s design principes and interface guideines

- Knowedge of ow-eve C-based ibraries is preferred

- Experience with performance and memory tuning and a knack for 

benchmarking and optimization

- Proficient understanding of code versioning toos such as Git

- Experience using ibraries such as Aamofire, Googe Maps SDK and 

Firebase

Experience

- Bacheor’s or Master’s degree in Computer Engineering, Computer 

Science, or equivaent



- 0 to  years of experience in OS apps deveopment.


